River Marden, Calne, Wiltshire

An Advisory Visit by the Wild Trout Trust June 2015
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Introduction
This report is the output of a visit undertaken by Mike Blackmore of the Wild Trout
Trust on approximately 1km of the River Marden in the centre of Calne, Wiltshire
(national grid reference (NGR) ST 99956 70958 to ST 99352 70805). A walk-over
of the site was requested by Ian Mock of Bristol Avon Rivers Trust. The visit was
primarily focussed on assessing habitat for wild trout (Salmo trutta) and
biodiversity in general.
Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the site visit.
Throughout the report, normal convention is followed with respect to bank
identification i.e. banks are designated Left Bank (LB) or Right Bank (RB) whilst
looking downstream.

Figure 1: Map showing the location of the water visited
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Catchment and Fishery Overview
The River Marden rises from springs on the north-western edge of the Marlborough
Downs from aquifers in the Southern England Chalk Formation just north of the
Ranscombe Bottom valley near Calstone Wellington in Wiltshire. Flowing away
from the chalk in a north-westerly direction, the river drains a catchment with a
mixed geology containing limestone, sandstone and mudstone. The geology of the
catchment causes flows to vary significantly in both opacity and water level
depending on weather conditions. In Calne, the Abberd Brook joins the Marden
and the river turns in a westerly direction and before being joined by the overspill
from Bowood Lake in part of the Bowood House Estate. The river is then joined by
the Fishers and Cowage brooks before turning to the north-west, past the village
of Stanley and joining the Bristol Avon to the north east of Chippenham.
Recorded fish species in the Marden include trout, roach (Rutilus rutilus), dace
(Leuciscus leuciscus), chub (Squalius cephalus), perch (Perca fluviatilis), pike
(Esox lucius), bream (Abramis brama), barbel (Barbus barbus), bleak (Alburnus
alburnus) and gudgeon (Gobio gobio).
In 1999 a restoration of the river in Calne town centre was undertaken as part of
a wider development. The previously straightened reach was diverted and a new
double meander created. A variety of site specific issues needed to be addressed
including armouring of the bed to prevent head-cut erosion in an unnaturally steep
section of river.
(restorerivers.eu/wiki/index.php?title=Case_study%3ARiver_Marden_at_Calne)
The river at the site of the restoration has since become an attractive local
amenity, but much of the River Marden through Calne remains overly uniform and
lacking in natural habitat features.
Under the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) the Marden was, until
recently, failing its biological quality targets. The classification of ‘Moderate
Quality’ (anything below ‘Good’ quality is classified as a failure) for invertebrates
was recently re-classified as ‘High’ (the best possible WFD classification).
Unfortunately, the Marden is still failing it targets for concentrations of pollutants;
specifically phosphates (most likely from treated and/or untreated household
effluent) and nickel compounds (suspected to be from from landfill leachate).
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WFD targets for the Marden aim to have these issues addressed by the next cycle
of testing. However, even if the next cycle does classify the Marden as being of
‘Good’ ecological condition, the historic channel modification of the river at Calne
will continue to limit the abundance and availability of important habitat features
for river plants, animals and invertebrates.
Table 1: WFD information for the River Marden visited (Environment Agency)
2009 Cycle 1

2014 Cycle 2

Objectives

Moderate

Moderate

(Cycle 2) good

Moderate

Moderate

(Cycle 2) good

Moderate

Good

(Cycle 2) good

Invertebrates

Moderate

High

-

Macrophytes

-

-

-

Macrophytes and Phytobenthos Combined

-

Good

(Cycle 2) good

Not-high

Not-high

(Cycle 2) not high

Good

Moderate

(Cycle 2) good

Ammonia (Phys-Chem)

High

High

(Cycle 2) high

Dissolved oxygen

High

High

(Cycle 2) high

pH

High

High

(Cycle 2) high

Phosphate

Good

Moderate

(Cycle 2) good

Temperature

High

High

(Cycle 2) high

Specific pollutants

High

High

(Cycle 2) good

Fail

Fail

(Cycle 2) good

Other Pollutants

Does-not-requireassessment

Does-not-requireassessment

-

Priority hazardous substances

Does-not-requireassessment

Good

(Cycle 2) good

Fail

Fail

(Cycle 2) not
assessed

-

Good

(Cycle 2) good

Fail

Fail

(Cycle 2) good

Overall Water Body
Ecological
Biological quality elements

Hydromorphological Supporting Elements
Physico-chemical quality elements

Chemical

Priority substances
Lead and Its Compounds
Nickel and Its Compounds

Note: Anything classified as less than ‘good’ is failing quality targets
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Habitat Assessment
For the purposes of this report, the water visited will be described from the
upstream to the downstream extent visited.
At NGR ST 99956 70958, downstream of Mill Street, the river flows around an old
mill between a public footpath on the RB and a supermarket carpark on the LB.
Channel width and depth are uniform and flow diversity is poor. In a few scattered
locations, where light levels are sufficient, some marginal plants are established
but overall there is distinct lack of aquatic and marginal plants. Some low
overhanging branches provide cover which slightly mitigates the lack of marginal
habitat in places but overall habitat diversity, and ultimately biodiversity are low.

Figure 2: The river downstream of Mill Street flows through a uniform channel lacking in habitat features

A few metres downstream, the Marden is joined by Abberd Brook. This is the
location where in the 1770s Joseph Priestly collected gasses rising from the
riverbed to conduct his experiments which would eventually lead to the discovery
of oxygen, or as Priestly called it “dephlogisticated air”! In tribute to Priestly the
site is known local as Doctor’s Pond and a plaque is set into a large stone by the
riverside (Figure 3). The good public access and historical significance of the river
at this location grants the site enormous potential to become a local community
focal point. Unfortunately, the site is presently in a poor condition both in terms
of ecology and its general aesthetics.
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Figure 3: The plaque at Doctor’s Pond. This section of the River Marden could and arguably should be an important local
attraction.

At Doctor’s Pond the river bends to the left and flows between car parks on either
bank. Past attempts to introduce marginal habitat with planted coir logs have
failed, probably owing to over-shading (Figure 4) and/or insufficient protection
from browsing waterfowl (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Coir logs installed in heavily shaded areas have not remained vegetated.
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Figure 5: Even where sunlight is ample, the coir logs have disintegrated without marginal plants establishing. This is
probably due to browsing by waterfowl.

Undertaking some light tree works in this area to allow more direct sunlight onto
the margins would help marginal plants establish more permanently. In addition,
the woody material arising from these works could be used to create some instream habitat features including marginal brushwood structures to collect and
consolidate fine sediment, creating more habitat for marginal plants. The success
of any such works would, however, rely heavily on adequate protection from
waterfowl until plants are fully established.
After the car parks the river flows through a uniform, canalised channel that was
once the site where, also in the 1770s, John Harris opened what was ostensibly
the world’s first commercial-scale bacon factory. The river is relatively inaccessible
but there is a good abundance of low cover and the pinched flow over the uneven
bed provides a good diversity of flow conditions (Figure 6).
As the river flows out from this heavily canalised section, it bends sharply to the
left and opens out into the reach that was restored in 1999. Physical diversity, in
terms of flow patterns and channel width and depths, is significantly greater
through this reach compared to upstream. Marginal plants are diverse and
relatively abundant. Unfortunately, the design of the restoration, probably owing
to the constraints of the urban location, is such that river morphology is inhibited
and erosion and deposition processes do not function naturally. The maintenance
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regime of this reach is also such that the banks on the inside of the meanders are
mostly a monoculture of grass and lacking in marginal plants (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 6: The river through the old Harris Bacon factory reach.

Figure 7: An upstream view of the first meander in the restored reach.
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Figure 8: A downstream view of the second meander in the restored reach. Mowing right up to the riverbank has inhibited
the establishment of marginal wetland plants and instead maintained a mono-culture of grass.

Simply leaving the bank edge un-mown would improve the habitat at this reach.
Another option worth considering would be creating a narrow, sinuous margin of
brushwood faggot bundles along the lower bank at average summer water level.
Attractive flowering marginal species such as yellow flag (Iris pseudacorus), purple
loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) could be
planted into the brushwood to enhance the aesthetics of this public part of the
river whilst also boosting biodiversity and increasing the abundance of submerged
‘shaggy’ refuge habitat for juvenile fish.
From here the river enters into a large culvert under the A4, emerging
approximately 60m downstream and flowing alongside the road in a uniform
canalised channel (Figure 9). This section of the river was once a busy wharf that
spurred from the Wilts and Berks Canal. With the partial collapse of the Stanley
Aqueduct, the Wilts and Berks Canal (already becoming obsolete by 1900) ceased
to operate entirely. The wharf remains an important heritage asset to the town
but unfortunately provides an extremely uniform habitat suitable for only a very
few species of fish and other river wildlife.
Remarkably, a surprising abundance of plants and even some small trees have
colonised small patches of deposition or in tiny cracks in the walls of the channel.
By creating some additional marginal berms near and around these existing
10

features, it should be possible to extend their range and introduce some diversity
into this reach; improving the river for plants, wildlife and local people.

Figure 9: The old wharf presents a uniform habitat with sluggish flows.

A short distance downstream at NGR ST 99761 70803, a small weir was observed
(Figure 10). The purpose of the structure was unclear and it is highly likely that
the structure is redundant. Removing this structure would facilitate fish passage,
allow the river to flow more freely and promote natural sediment transport. At the
very least, options should be explored to lower a significant section to bed level.

Figure 10: This small weir appears not to be performing any useful function and should be removed.
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Above the weir, the river is impounded; flows are held up and slowed, resulting in
a more uniform habitat that provides for a reduced number of species compared
to sections of un-impounded river. The weir also interrupts the natural transport
of river sediments. River gravels and cobbles are trapped above weirs, reducing
the supply of sediment downstream, this often leads to a net increase in bed and
bank erosion. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate these impacts.

Figure 11: An illustration showing the impact of weirs on river habitat

Figure 12: An illustration showing the impact of weirs on river morphology
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The impact of weirs on river morphology is further explained by a video prepared
by the Wild Trout Trust making use of the Severn Rivers Trust’s EmRiver
geomodel; a scale model used by scientists and researchers to demonstrate river
processes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILofBcLiDts
The river downstream of the weir is more free-flowing and this has contributed to
the growth of flow-loving water crowfoot (Ranunculus spp.) (Figure 13). Water
crowfoot is a particularly important river plant. In many lowland rivers it is often
the main primary producer within the river ecosystem, converting sunlight into
energy which then becomes available to the rest of the aquatic food web.
Communities of invertebrates that live amongst swathes of crowfoot, grazing on
algae or the plant itself, are prey to other invertebrates, fish and waterfowl.
Crowfoot is also a particular favourite food for swans and provides cover for fish.
In rivers where it grows in sufficient abundance, crowfoot can help push up water
levels during dry summer months when levels could otherwise be at risk of
becoming critically low during periods of particularly dry weather.
Water crowfoot requires relatively fast-flowing water and impoundments are often
a major limiting factor affecting its growth.

Figure 13: Water crowfoot flourishing in the open sunlight and un-impounded flow

From here the Marden turns west and flows away from the road through
Castlefields Park. The river channel is less modified, exhibiting some natural
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erosion and deposition features. The banks become densely wooded, over-shading
the river in places but also providing some good low cover.
Just as the river flows into Castlefields Park, at NGR ST 99722 70754, opaque
milky water was discharging into the river (Figure 14). The visit immediately
followed a downpour of rain and this coloured water is probably storm water
drainage from the road. It could be worthwhile monitoring water quality a short
distance downstream of this location by encouraging local volunteers to undertake
regular invertebrate sampling via the Riverfly Partnership (www.riverflies.org).

Figure 14: Discoloured water entering the river is probably run-off from the road. Water quality monitoring a short
distance downstream, along with additional monitoring at an upstream control site is recommended

Roots from bankside alders (Alnus glutinosa) extend into the channel in several
locations, deflecting flow and providing some good cover and possible feeding lies
for trout. Water crowfoot is present but restricted to localised crowns where the
river receives sufficient sunlight. The LB had recently been heavily strimmed right
down to the toe of the bank (Figure 15). This was most-likely undertaken to allow
local people to see the river from the footpath. It may be worthwhile engaging the
local authority and exploring the option of finding a balance between allowing the
local community to view and appreciate the river, and retaining valuable marginal
habitat along this reach.
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Figure 15: The LB has been heavily strimmmed, enabling local people appreciate the river but removing valuable marginal
habitat.

A short distance downstream the river is once again impounded; this time by a
small stoplog weir (Figure 16). The purpose of this structure is unclear and it is
most-likely redundant. If this is the case, removing the impoundment should be a
simple matter of lifting out the boards. Public engagement will probably be crucial
as a seating area on the RB suggest the site is probably popular with local people.
The seating area could be a good location to install an information board explaining
the benefits of removing impoundments.

Figure 16: A stoplog weir could be easily removed. Engagement with local people may be important
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Downstream of the stoplog weir the river bends to the right with both banks
becoming more heavily wooded. Several tree limbs are leaning at acute angles
and will eventually topple into the channel (Figure 17). These provide an
opportunity to introduce some valuable woody habitat features whilst also preempting and mitigating against the perceived flood risks sometimes associated
with fallen woody debris (such as the formation of debris dams). The limbs could
be hinged into the channel and secured with stakes to diversify flow conditions
and provide cover and refuge habitat for fish and freshwater invertebrates.
Some additional tree works to open some ‘skylights’ in the dense canopy would
increase the diversity of light conditions through this reach and also provide
materials for further habitat enhancements.

Figure 17: Leaning tree limbs provide an opportunity to introduce woody habitat features

At ST 99564 70773, a pipeline crosses the river (Figure 18). The pipeline does not
impound the river and has a minimum impact in terms of habitat. In fact, it is
probable that the pipeline has caused a pool to be scoured in the bed and may
actually provide a good fish lie. However, the pipeline is industrial in appearance
and could be considered damaging to the overall aesthetics of the river – possibly
lowering the perceived value of the habitat in the eyes of the local community.
Further investigation regarding the ownership, function and lifespan of the pipeline
is recommended and options should be explored to remove it as a long-term
aspiration.
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Figure 18: An industrial-looking pipeline crosses the river

From the pipe the river flows through a corridor of relatively unmanaged land with
good public access for approximately 500 metres before flowing out across a
mixed agricultural landscape towards its confluence with the River Avon. This short
section of unmanaged land contains some good habitat features but the LB is
suffering from excessive erosion in places. The erosion shows signs of being
caused by dogs scrambling up and down the bank (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Erosion on the LB appears to be exacerbated by dogs scrambling up and down the bank
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Repairing the erosion at this location with a sloping brushwood and live willow
revetment would protect the footpath, reduce the volume of fine sediment
entering the channel and also provide some valuable ‘shaggy’ marginal refuge
habitat. Planning such works as part of a wider habitat enhancement project could
may make a project more attractive to the local authority, possibly increasing the
chances of gaining local support and funding.
Creating harder-surfaced dog access areas along this reach would also ensure that
the present recreational use of the river is not inhibited by the bank repairs and
that the local community remains engaged with the river.

Recommendations:
In order for the River Marden at Calne to achieve its full potential in terms of
biodiversity and as a good quality habitat capable of supporting healthy, selfsustaining

populations

of

wild

brown

trout,

the

following

actions

are

recommended:
1. An organised litter pick and some maintenance to improve the
aesthetics of the Doctor’s Pond reach may be the best starting point
in terms of engaging with the local community and revitalising public
interest in the River Marden in Calne. Some simple habitat
enhancements such as occasional flow deflectors could also be
beneficial and create some valuable marginal habitat and help
mobilise some of the silt blanketing the bed. This could be achieved
by securing limbs sourced from bankside trees into the margins to
deflect flows and allow sediment to accumulate in sunlit patches of
the river margin.
2. The previous habitat improvements which have deteriorated since
their initial installation (Figures 4 and 5) should be reinstated. A
programme of tree works to reduce the shade over the margins of
the river is required so that the existing coir revetments can be replanted with marginal species. Brashy material arising from these
works could be re-used to create a brushwood berm as shown in
Figure 20. This should also be planted with marginal species, ideally
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translocated from nearby. Translocating existing marginal turfs and
installing some temporary protection from wildfowl should allow
marginal plants to establish.

Figure 20: An illustration showing where a brushwood berm could be created (here shown prior to planting).

3. Engage with the local authority and suggest amending the present
maintenance regime within the restored reach shown in Figures 7
and 8 so that the toe of the bank is no longer mown short. Ideally,
some additional marginal plants, possibly colourful, flowering
species, should be added to the margins. It may also be worthwhile
introducing some species with trailing leaves, such as sedges (Carex
spp.) to introduce further marginal cover. Also discuss the
importance

of

retaining

useful

marginal

plants

through

the

Castlefields Park reach and reducing the amount of strimming being
undertaken along the toe of the bank (as shown in Figure 15).
4. Explore the possibility of removing the weir at ST 99761 70803
(Figure 10). This would facilitate fish passage and would help
improve flow diversity through the old wharf upstream (Figure 9). If
the weir were to be successfully removed, or if a significant section
were to be lowered to bed level, the improved flow speed through
the reach upstream would facilitate further habitat improvements
(see recommendation 5).
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5. Undertake some project scoping to ascertain if the local community
would be interested in improving habitat within the wharf in the
centre of town. For example, new marginal berms could be formed
from hazel faggots, back-filled with gravel of appropriate size and
geology for the River Marden. These could be planted or allowed to
naturally colonise with marginal wetland plants. Some simple log
deflectors could also be installed to improve flow diversity through
the reach (Figure 21).

Figure 21: A basic artist impression of how sinuosity and marginal habitat could be introduced into the River Marden at
the old wharf.

6. Remove the stoplog weir shown in Figure 16. This structure appears
to serve no useful function and is limiting habitat quality within the
Castlefields Park reach.
7. Explore opportunities to undertake tree works through Castlefields
Park to improve light conditions where possible. Introduce valuable
woody habitat features by hinging tree limbs already at risk of falling
and securing them to the river bed.
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8. Investigate the ownership, function and lifespan of the pipeline
shown in Figure 18 and, if possible, explore options for its removal
as a long-term goal.
9. Plan some bank repairs and creating some formalised hard-standing
dog ramps into the river near the downstream extent of the river
visited as part of a wider restoration plan. This could help to bring
stakeholders, including land owners, the local authority and local
community, on-board with further habitat improvements.

Making It Happen
The creation of any structures within most rivers or within 8m of the channel
boundary (which may be the top of the flood-plain in some cases) normally require
formal Flood Defence Consent (FDC) from the Environment Agency. This enables
the EA to assess possible flood risk, and also any possible ecological impacts. The
headwaters of many rivers are not designated as ‘Main River’, in which case the
body responsible for issuing consent will be the Local Authority. In any case,
contacting the EA early and informally discussing any proposed works is
recommended as a means of efficiently processing an application.
In urban areas it is sometimes necessary to undertake some flow modelling in
order to fully assess any potential flood risks. Determining if modelling is required
as early as possible is recommended as it can often be an expensive process and
can take up a considerable proportion of available project funds.

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF format
on habitat management and improvement:
http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index
The Wild Trout Trust has also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working
for Wild Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river
habitat for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical
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demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover key
topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks and managing
invasive species.
The

DVD

is

available

to

buy

for

£10.00

from

our

website

shop

http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0 or by calling
the WTT office on 02392 570985.
There is also the possibility that the WTT could help via a Practical Visit (PV). PV’s
typically comprise a 1-3 day visit where WTT Conservation Officers will complete
a demonstration plot on the site to be restored.
This enables recipients to obtain on the ground training regarding the appropriate
use of conservation techniques and materials, including Health & Safety,
equipment and requirements. This will then give projects the strongest possible
start leading to successful completion of aims and objectives.
Recipients will be expected to cover travel and accommodation (if required)
expenses of the WTT attendees.
There is currently a big demand for practical assistance and the WTT has to
prioritise exactly where it can deploy its limited resources. The Trust is always
available to provide free advice and help to organisations and landowners through
guidance and linking them up with others that have had experience in improving
river habitat.
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Disclaimer
This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss or
damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other person,
company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon guidance made in
this report.
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